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Solids irradiated by energetic photons can be eroded in two modes, depending on the radiation intensity.

High average, low-peak power sources, e.g., synchrotron radiation and high-order harmonics, induce des-

orption of the material at a low etch rate. In contrast, high-peak-power radiation from extreme ultraviolet

and x-ray lasers usually causes a massive removal of the material even by a single shot. In this contribu-

tion, an effective material erosion is reported in PMMA exposed to multiple accumulated pulses generated

by the free-electron x-ray-laser Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS, tuned at a photon energy of 830 eV

in this study, operated in Menlo Park at Stanford, CA, USA) at a fluence below the single-pulse ablation

threshold. The effect is caused by polymer-chain scissions initiated by single photons carrying enough

energy to break the C—C bounds. High efficiency of the erosion is supposed to occur due to a correlation

of the single-photon effects. The subthreshold damage exhibits a nonlinear dose dependence resulting from

a competition between chain scissions and cross-linking processes. The cross-linking is proven by Raman

spectroscopy of the irradiated polymer. Two theoretical models of the x-ray free-electron-laser-induced

erosion are suggested, which provide an excellent agreement with the experimental results.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevApplied.14.034057

I. INTRODUCTION

For several decades, it has been known that extreme

ultraviolet (XUV) and x-ray photons, usually delivered by

a synchrotron radiation source, carry enough energy to

decompose irradiated polymers into tiny volatile pieces

through a single-photon absorption, i.e., at relatively

*burian@fzu.cz

low peak power [1]. This phenomenon is frequently

called direct photoetching (less often vacuum etching,

photon-induced desorption, etc.). When conventional,

long-wavelength radiation interacts with matter, one refers

to the effect as laser desorption [2].

Recent advent of the XUV and x-ray laser technology

[3–9] makes it possible to investigate the interaction of

short-wavelength radiation at much higher intensities than

was available with earlier sources. Above a certain fluence,
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a single-shot ablation takes place—a collective action of

all photons in the pulse leads to the removal of a massive

layer of irradiated material [10].

Energetic XUV and x-ray photons result in a specific

character of both the desorption and the ablation [10,11].

Experiments at large facilities especially with short-

wavelength self-amplified spontaneous emission (SASE)

free-electron lasers (FELs), covering a very wide range of

fluences and intensities, led to distinguishing more than the

two above-mentioned modes of radiation damage. Irradi-

ation at FLASH, a soft x-ray radiation source, revealed

damage patterns related to desorption, intermediate, and

ablation processes even in a single shot [11], which is

not possible using an ensemble of low-energy photons

provided by a conventional long-wavelength laser.

Only a limited number of experiments were devoted

to the study of XUV and x-ray-laser-induced desorption

where the sample was exposed to multiple pulses at a flu-

ence below the single-shot ablation threshold. Both inor-

ganic [12–16] and organic [17] materials were exposed to

XUV and x-ray laser radiation emitted from either plasma

[16] or e-beam- [12–15,17] based sources under such irra-

diation conditions. However, no paper has so far been

published connecting an etch rate with radiation-chemical

processes occurring in the sample. This is the aim of this

study.

II. EXPERIMENT

Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS operated at SLAC,

Stanford, CA, USA) [18] is used as a source of intense

x-ray radiation in this study. LCLS is a free-electron x-

ray laser [4–6,19] tunable from 1.5 to 0.15 nm (825 eV –

8250 eV) [20]. Irradiation of PMMA (5-µm-thick layer of

PMMA spin coated on 10 × 20 mm2 Si slab; Silson, UK)

is carried out with 830-eV photons. The pulse duration

fluctuated around 100 fs FWHM.

Energy content of the 3ω component of the laser spec-

trum is estimated to be below 1% of the total pulse energy.

The influence of this parasitic radiation on the process of

material removal is further lowered by the substantially

longer absorption length in PMMA (39.71 µm) compared

to the one for the fundamental (1.85 µm) frequency [21].

Hence, the presence of the 3ω radiation in the spectrum is

assumed not to affect the process of ablation but it might

play a significant role in the subthreshold effects due to the

higher photon energy (2.505 keV) of the third-harmonic

radiation.

The LCLS beam is focused on the PMMA surface by

Kirkpatrick-Baez mirrors with a focal length of 1.2 m.

The focusing system guarantees the beam diameter at

the sample surface less than 3 µm in the tight focus

[22]. The samples are mounted on an xyz positioning

stage in the atomic, molecular, and optical physics (AMO)

experimental station [23]. Since they are kept in the

evacuated interaction chamber for a prolonged period of

time, the PMMA near-surface layer can be considered as

free of molecular oxygen. Pulse energy is measured by

photoionization gas monitor detector (GMD). The aver-

age pulse energy in an unattenuated beam is about 1 mJ.

The pulse energy is varied by gas attenuators to adjust

fluence levels above and below the single-shot ablation

threshold. A repetition rate in our experiment is typically

30 Hz (the maximum repetition rate available at the facil-

ity is 120 Hz [23]). All the samples are irradiated under

normal incidence conditions.

Irradiated PMMA surfaces are investigated using a

Nomarski optical microscope (BX51M DIC microscope,

Olympus, Japan) and by an AFM microscope in tap-

ping mode (D3100 NanoScope Dimension controlled by

NanoScope IV Control Station, Veeco, USA). To identify

possible structural changes induced in the PMMA layer by

LCLS radiation, Raman measurements are performed in

the usual backscattering geometry, using a Raman spec-

trometer (Renishaw Ramascope, UK) equipped with a

CCD camera and a Leica microscope DMLP. Typically,

Ar+-laser (514.5 nm) spots with a diameter of 4 µm are

used. This tool enables us to probe selected locations on

the sample surface.

III. MODELS

Experimental results are compared with the etch-rate

values calculated by means of two simple rate models of

the erosion process, which consider a sequence of n laser

pulses of time duration τ (s) separated in time by T (s). As

an extension, we introduce separated terms for 1ω and 3ω

components in order to handle the simultaneous action of

these spectral parts.

A. Model A

The first model (below referred to as model A) describes

the evolution of a crater along the beam path in the PMMA

sample in two phases. First, within the pulse duration the

radiation is absorbed by the PMMA in accordance with the

Lambert-Beer law. Intact molecules decompose due to the

chain-scission process with the cross section ξ (cm2), the

density of intact molecules (containing only single bonds

in the main chain) nSB (cm−3) decreases while the end

links and volatile fragments are produced with densities nB

(cm−3) and nfrag (cm−3), respectively, where the total den-

sity of fragments is then given as a sum of the end links

and double bonds (each formed double bond liberates two

fragments):

nfrag = nB + 2nDB (1)

The density of intact molecules can then be written in a

form of a conservation law:

nSB = n0 − anB − 2anDB = n0 − anfrag, (2)
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where a is a parameter showing how much the intact

molecule is degraded with each chain-scission event.

Assuming only one of four single bonds per molecule is

broken in a single event, a is equal to 0.25.

The proposed model is static, i.e., all the molecule trans-

formations are local, the fragments stay close to the point

of the origin and absorb the incoming radiation of the fol-

lowing pulses with the cross section of absorption ξ ′ (cm2),

which is in general different from ξ .

During the pause between two pulses, end links recom-

bine and the C = C double bonds are formed with the

density nDB (cm−3).

The absorption of the radiation in the material is then

described as follows:

dF (i)(z)

dz
=

∑

k∈{1,3}
−ξ

(i−1)

k (z)F
(i)
k (z)n

(i−1)

SB,f (z)

− ξ
′(i−1)

k (z)F
(i)
k (z)n

(i−1)

frag,f (z), (3)

where numbers 1 and 3 attributed to index k denote 1ω

and 3ω radiation, lower index f designates the final state

after the ith pulse-pause cycle in the sequence, while i is

given by the upper index in parenthesis. Solving Eq. (3)

we obtain the photon flux (photons/cm2) as a function of

depth z:

F (i)(z) =
∑

k∈{1,3}
F

(i)
k (0)exp

{∫ z

0

[−ξ
(i−1)

k (x)n
(i−1)

SB (x)

− ξ
′(i−1)

k (x)n
(i−1)

frag (x)]dx

}

. (4)

The cross section ξ is proposed to decrease with the

increasing density of double bonds as follows [24,25]:

ξk(z) =
σABS,k

1 +
nDB(z)

ñDB,k

(5)

Here, σ ABS (cm2) and nDB (cm−3) stand for the coefficient

of absorption in PMMA, the local density of double bonds,

and a fitting parameter for the given index i, respectively.

ñDB (cm−3) is a fitting parameter allowing us to find the

optimal slope of the decrease in ξ (z) to fit the experimental

data.

Since LCLS pulses are very short (100 fs), cross sections

of absorption ξ and ξ ′ are assumed to be constant in time

over the pulse-duration period. Effects of cross-linking and

other relaxations are neglected for this short time as well.

Assuming this, the total density of end links at the end of

ith laser pulse is

n
(i)
B = n

(i−1)

B,f +
∑

k∈{1,3}
ξ

(i−1)

k F
(i)
k n

(i−1)

SB,f . (6)

Since the pause between two pulses (more than 30 ms) is

many orders of magnitude longer than the characteristic

times of relaxation and cross-linking, one can assume that

all the free end links recombine within this period. We fur-

ther assume all the end links to form the double bonds at a

half density.

Finally, we can write the kinetic equations for the densi-

ties and initial conditions at the end of the ith sequence as

follows:

n
(i)
B, f ≈ 0 n0 =

ρPMMANA

MPMMA

n
(i)
DB, f = n

(i−1)

DB, f +
∑

k∈{1,3}

ξ
(i−1)

k F
(i)
k n

(i−1)

SB, f n
(0)

SB, f = n0,

n
(i)
SB, f = n

(i−1)

SB, f − 2a
∑

k∈{1,3}

ξ
(i−1)

k F
(i)
k n

(i−1)

SB, f n
(0)

DB, f = 0,

n
(i)
FRAG, f = n

(i−1)

FRAG, f + 2
∑

k∈{1,3}

ξ
(i−1)

k F
(i)
k n

(i−1)

SB, f n
(0)

FRAG, f = 0,

where ρPMMA (g/cm3), M PMMA (g/mol), and NA denote

density and molar mass of PMMA and Avogadro’s con-

stant, respectively. All the densities are to be computed

step by step over all the pulses in the sequence.

The total depth of the desorbed crater is evaluated at the

end of the sequence. Here it is defined as a depth where the

density of intact molecules is exactly one half of the one in

the pristine material:

n
(i)
SB, f (dcrater) =

n0

2
. (7)

B. Model B

We develop another mathematical model (below

referred to as model B) of the subthreshold damage to

PMMA reflecting the statistical nature of all the involved

processes.

Now we define the material removal efficiency η as a

fraction of volume, which desorbs after absorbing a cer-

tain dose of energy ε delivered into the material with a

single shot. Function η(ε) was investigated earlier [11]

and was found to follow the trend shown in Fig. 1. Under

subthreshold irradiation conditions, the efficiency is found

to increase gradually in a linear way with a slope κdes
0

(µm3/µJ) until the absorbed dose reaches a certain value εD

(µJ/µm3). Exceeding this limit results in a steep increase in

efficiency up to unity—the ablation threshold εA (µJ/µm3)

is reached and for all the higher doses the ablation dom-

inates the material removal process. In Fig. 1 absolute

values resulting from referred models are added in order

to provide qualitative insight into the phenomena.

As in the previous model, in the case of a sequence of

accumulated shots the efficiency is assumed to decrease

with the deposited dose. We introduce this phenomenon
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FIG. 1. Schematics of the dependence of material removal effi-
ciency on the local dose absorbed by PMMA; more details on the

model can be found in Ref. [11].

into the simulations with an exponential saturation of κdes
0 :

κdes(ε) = κdes
0 [1 − 
(1 − e−γ ε)],

κdes(0) = κdes
0 ,

κdes(∞) = κdes
0 (1 − 
),

(8)

where γ (µm3/µJ) is the reciprocal value of characteris-

tic dose and 
 describes the difference in slope between

an intact and a fully saturated material, i.e., intact PMMA

molecules and molecules containing only double bonds in

the main chain.

The accumulated dose in a certain depth is defined as a

sum of doses delivered by individual shots:

Di(z) =
∑i

j =1
εj (z). (9)

And the corresponding slope of desorption efficiency for a

subsequent shot is then given by the equation:

ηdes
i (z) = κdes

i−1(z)εi(z) = κdes
0 {1 − 
[1 − e−γ Di−1(z)]}εi(z).

(10)

Since the experiment is carried out under the ultrahigh

vacuum conditions, we assume the liberated fragments to

escape entirely from the irradiated surface, which implies

no further absorption of the radiation by these fragments.

By integration of Eq. (11) along the whole beam path

inside the material we obtain the overall decrease in the

linear mass density. This is assumed to be compensated

by collapse of the mass, which results in evolution of the

crater in the beam direction.

For the evaluation purpose we assume that the surface of

the material moves in the beam direction [d (µm) grows up,

thinning of the material] after each shot, whereas the dis-

tribution of the deposited dose remains the same, i.e., each

shot causes desorption of a surface layer with a thickness

given by the integral of Eq. (11). The idea of this process

is depicted in Fig. 2.

As in the previous model we assume the simultaneous

action of the 1ω and 3ω component and a distribution

of the dose inside the material in accordance with the

Lambert-Beer law. Taking into account the effect of mov-

ing surface, one can write the equations for the single shot

and accumulated dose at the depth z as follows:

εi(z) =

[

εi10e
−(z−di−1)

latt1 + εi30e
−(z−di−1)

latt3

]

�(z − di−1),

Di(z) =

i
∑

j =1

εj (z) =

i
∑

j =1

[

εj 10e
−(z−dj −1)

latt1 + εj 30e
−(z−dj −1)

latt3

]

�(z − di−1),

(11)

FIG. 2. Schematic representation of the sample surface shift

during the irradiation sequence together with corresponding con-

stants used for the evaluation of the maximum crater depth after
each individual shot interaction.

where εik0 (µJ/µm3) denotes a peak absorbed dose of ith

pulse, index k distinguishes between the fundamental and

3ω harmonic component, latt (µm) stands for the photon

attenuation length in PMMA, and �(x) is the Heaviside

step function (its value is 0 for x < 0 and 1 for x > 0).

Peak dose is defined as the peak fluence divided by the

attenuation length, i.e.,

ε0 =
EP

Aefflatt

, (12)
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where EP (µJ) and Aeff (µm2) denote pulse energy and

effective area of the laser beam.

A shift in the surface location induced by the ith indi-

vidual shot in irradiation sequence is then


i = di − di−1 =

∞
∫

0

ηdes
i (z)dz,

=

∞
∫

di−1

{κdes
0 − κdes

0 
[1 − e−γ Di−1(z)]}

×

[

εi10e
−(z−di−1)

latt1 + εi30e
−(z−di−1)

latt3

]

dz,

≡ 
D
i + 
H

i . (13)

As indicated in Eq. (14), the change in depth can be

expressed as a contribution from the pure desorption 
D
i

reduced by the term reflecting the material hardening 
H
i .

By the definition both the terms must fulfil the inequality:


H
i ≤ 0 ≤ |
H

i | ≤ 
D
i .

After integration we find the final forms of these terms:


D
i =

∞
∫

di−1

κdes
0

[

εi10e
−(z−di−1)

latt1 + εi30e
−(z−di−1)

latt3

]

dz = latt1κ
des
0 εi10 + latt3κ

des
0 εi30,


H
i = −

∞
∫

di−1

κdes
0 
[1 − e−γ Di−1(z)]

[

εi10e
−(z−di−1)

latt1 + εi30e
−(z−di−1)

latt3

]

dz,

= −κdes
0 
(latt1εi10 + latt3εi30) + κdes

0 
latt1εi10

e
di−1
latt1

−Ŵi3−Ŵi1e
−

di−1
latt1

(

eŴi1e
−

di−1
latt1

− 1

)

Γi1

(∗)

+ κdes
0 
latt1εi30

e
di−1
latt3

−Ŵi3e
−

di−1
latt3

(

eŴi3e
−

di−1
latt3

− 1

)

Γi3

(∗∗),

(14)

where

Ŵi1 = γ
∑i−1

j =1 εj 10e
dj −1
latt1 Ŵi3 = γ

∑i−1
j =1 εj 30e

dj −1
latt3

(15)

In the evaluation of the integral in Eq. (15), two approx-

imations are made in order to find an analytical solution.

(i) Within the layer close to the surface the amplitude of

3ω radiation is considered a “constant background” due to

its very long attenuation length (39.71 µm) compared to

the assumed thickness of the layer. This applies to the term

marked with (*) and we set

e
−

z−di
latt3 ≈ 1.

The other approximation (ii) is made for the deep layer

where the fundamental component is already very weak

and can be neglected. This takes place during evaluation

of the term marked with (**) where we set

e
−

z−di
latt1 ≈ 0.

The final depth of the crater eroded by the shot sequence

is defined as a simple sum of contributions from the

individual shots 
i.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

An AFM image of the ablation crater induced by a single

830-eV laser shot is shown in Fig. 3. The shown sample is

irradiated at the fluence three times exceeding the ablation

threshold. We identify the damage threshold fluence for the

used photon energy in a series of measurements as follows.

The dependence of a damaged area of an irradiated PMMA

surface on a logarithm of the laser pulse energy Epulse (mJ)

is displayed in the inset in Fig. 4. The intersection of the fit-

ted line with the x axis gives the threshold energy Eth (mJ),

i.e., the maximal pulse energy at which the ablated surface

area is equal to zero. The F-scan technique [26] is used to
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FIG. 3. AFM image of PMMA irradiated with a single LCLS

shot at a fluence well above the ablation threshold (F = 3F th).

determine the effective area Aeff (µm2) of the focal spot as

shown in Fig. 4. The ratio between the laser pulse energy

and the threshold energy is plotted here against the area

of the surface ablated by this pulse. The dataset is fitted

with the double-Gaussian model [27]. Finally, the effective

area is given by the area under this curve—it is found to be

equal to 131.6 ± 4.5 µm2. Then, a ratio between the thresh-

old energy and the effective area gives a threshold fluence

of 99.7 ± 7.4 mJ/cm2 for the single-shot exposure.

Figure 5 shows that the damage induced by multi-

ple shots on the sample surface with a fluence below

FIG. 4. Fit of the threshold-to-peak ratio with double-
Gaussian model. Area under the fitting curve is equal to the

effective area of the beam (131.6 ± 4.5 µm2). Inset: areas of

PMMA surface damaged by a single shot of 830-eV laser radi-
ation as a function of the pulse energy. It shows clearly that

ablation of PMMA by a single shot begins at F th= 99.7 mJ/cm2.

99.7 mJ/cm2 is very different from that caused by a single

shot at higher fluence (cf. Fig. 3). The subthreshold dam-

age is much cleaner, smoother, without any material extru-

sions, molten zones, etc. An average surface roughness is

also lower than in a case of above-threshold irradiation.

Earlier, a simple model is developed to describe a non-

linear desorption mechanism in PMMA under weak irra-

diation with short-wavelength coherent source, which is

successfully used for high-order harmonic XUV source

[24,25]. According to the model, a nonlinear dependence

of the crater depth on the accumulated dose (energy

deposited per unit of mass J/kg) is expected even for

LCLS radiation. To investigate such a dependence exper-

imentally, three sets of craters are eroded on the PMMA

surface at a fluence well below the single-shot ablation

threshold: 0.4, 4, and 40% of the threshold value (all

these values are related to the fluence of the 1ω compo-

nent). Each of these sets consists of craters made with a

different number of accumulated shots. Figures 6 and 7

summarize dependences of maximal crater depths on the

number of accumulated shots and on the total deposited

dose, respectively.

Two kinds of nonlinearity can be distinguished in Figs. 6

and 7. The slope of the curves shows that the desorp-

tion etch rate is decreasing with an increase of the total

dose. This phenomenon can be attributed to a growing

density of C=C double bonds formed by cross-linking in

the irradiated PMMA [28–31]. The mechanism of such a

structure-making process is depicted in Fig. 8. The cross-

linking enhances the radiation hardness of the material

(i.e., the binding energy of C=C double bond is higher

than for C—C single bond), increases the average molec-

ular weight of PMMA chains and reduces the mobility

of low-molecular fragments in the irradiated material. In

contrast, a major part of the incident radiation initiates

both the main chain scissions, resulting into a depoly-

merization, and the radiolysis of ester and methyl groups.

Both processes create small volatile fragments of a poly-

mer molecule liberated from the irradiated surface into a

vacuum. Radiation chemistry of PMMA is reviewed in

Refs. [32–35].

The presence of the C=C double bonds after irradiation

is revealed by the Raman spectroscopy with spatial res-

olution. Figures 9 and 10 illustrate the chemical changes

in the irradiated material after 300 shots at a fluence level

of 40 mJ/cm2. Appearance of a new band in Raman spec-

trum at 1650 cm−1 provides an evidence of cross-linking

induced by x rays.

We use Raman spectroscopy in order to investi-

gate the formation of C=C double bonds parallel to

the drop in density of methyl and ester groups. The

ratios between area of a new band at 1650 cm−1

and bands corresponding to bonds of ester and methyl

groups are plotted against a total accumulated dose

and are summarized in Fig. 11(a). A rising trend
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FIG. 5. AFM images of craters
eroded in PMMA with 300 accu-

mulated shots of LCLS radiation

sent to the surface at three fluence
levels: (left) 0.4%, (middle) 4%,

and (right) 40% of the single-shot

ablation threshold. Areas taken
for the roughness evaluation are

circumscribed with a blue line.

in all the dependences is evidence of the increasing

density of the double bonds. As shown in Fig. 11(b), a

slight increase in ratios S(1125 cm−1)/S(800 cm−1) and

S(1125 cm−1)/S(1450 cm−1) is found, indicating the den-

sities of ester chains and methyl groups drop faster than the

one of backbone single bonds. This supports the assump-

tion that these volatile fragments escape the irradiated

surface while the rest of the polymer molecule stays.

The material hardening due to the cross-linking seems

to be a reverse effect with respect to the incubation effect

[36,37]. Although there is a similarity in a reduced etch

rate connected with irradiation phases when these effects

take place, there is a dramatic difference in mechanisms.

Incubation pulses are located at the beginning of the irradi-

ation, when absorption is still low and material fragments

remain too large to evaporate. The incubation effect can

be explained by an increase of absorption coefficient or

structural changes associated with defects produced by

first pulses making desorption and ablation by subsequent

pulses easier. In contrast to that, the material hardening

F
835 eV

 ª 0.4 F
th

F
835 eV

 ª 0.04 F
th

F
835 eV

 ª 0.004 F
th

FIG. 6. Dependence of the maximum crater depth on the total

x-ray laser energy at three different fluences: (black) 0.4%, (red)
4%, and (blue) 40% of the ablation threshold. Deposited energy

is determined according to an energy content of each particu-
lar laser pulse measured by photoionization GMD. Contributions

from the 3ω component are incorporated as well.

occurs during the whole irradiation course. It reduces an

etch rate due to radiation-induced cross-linking of polymer

molecules, which leads to an increase of molecular weight

of fragments lowering its evaporation probability.

The nonlinearity of the second kind comes from com-

paring the depths of craters corresponding to the same

value of accumulated dose but to a different fluence at

which they are formed. It is clearly visible in Fig. 6 that

a crater created at a lower fluence level is deeper than the

one formed at a higher fluence level.

This can just be explained with presence of 3ω radia-

tion in the incoming pulses. As the transmission of the gas

attenuator is not constant for both 1ω and 3ω components

the ratio between their contributions to the total accumu-

lated dose varies with each different pressure setting. The

lower transmission is set for fundamental photon energy

the more the relative 3ω content grows. This nonlinearity

disappears once the maximal depth of the crater is plotted

against the local dose accumulated into the PMMA with

both spectral components, as shown in Fig. 7.

The dose-rate effects could, in principle, result from an

influence of the energy dissipation via heating. Although

F
835 eV

 ª 0.4 F
th

F
835 eV

 ª 0.04 F
th

F
835 eV

 ª 0.004 F
th

FIG. 7. Dependence of the maximum crater depth on the total

accumulated dose from both the 1ω and 3ω spectral component
at three different fluences: (black) 0.4%, (red) 4%, and (blue)

40% of the ablation threshold.
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(b)

(d)

(a)

(c)

FIG. 8. Reaction schemes
of a C=C bond formation in

a PMMA molecule: (a) intact

PMMA chain, (b) chain-scission
effect caused by incident radi-

ation, (c) and (d) forming the

double bond via the cross-linking
effect; according to Refs. [28,29].

radiation chemical processes do not depend on the temper-

ature dramatically, the transport processes usually exhibit

a very strong temperature dependence. So, at a higher flu-

ence we may expect a higher heating rate reaching a higher

temperature at the surface and in the near-surface layer.

The heat enhances a transport of low-molecular fragments

toward the surface and then their desorption from the sur-

face into vacuum [see, for example, our earlier results

obtained in polyterafluoroethylene (PTFE) [38] exposed

at various temperatures to short pulses of XUV radiation

emitted by laser-produced plasmas].

There are two reasons for making the conclusion that

our results are not heat influences. First, the etch rate

decreases at a higher dose-rate level (see Figs. 6 and 7)

instead of increasing, so the heating itself cannot be the

reason of the observed behavior. Second, PMMA irradi-

ated by ionizing radiation at elevated temperatures exhibits

FIG. 9. Positions on the PMMA surface where the Raman

spectra are acquired from (a) unirradiated area and (b) area irra-
diated with 300 shots at fluence level of 40% of the ablation

threshold.

a specific change in its morphology due to the forma-

tion of gaseous radiolytic products, see, for example,

Refs. [32–35]. Therefore, the roughness of the inner sur-

face of LCLS-etched crater should increase at higher

LCLS dose rates if such processes play a noticeable role.

To check this possibility, the RMS roughness of the irra-

diated surface is measured by the AFM probe inside the

craters produced by 300 accumulated shots (Fig. 5). The

values are found to be 2.1, 2.4, and 1.95 nm for fluence

levels of 0.4, 4, and 40% of single-shot ablation threshold,

respectively. These three values are even lower than the

RMS roughness found on the unirradiated pristine PMMA

surface, which is equal to 2.6 nm. The radiation smoothen-

ing is important not only for understanding the erosion

mechanisms but the finding seems to be promising for

FIG. 10. Raman spectra of PMMA corresponding to the points

of measurements depicted in Fig. 7. A new band at 1650 cm−1

formed due to irradiation is assigned to C = C bond associated

with the radiation-initiated cross-linking in PMMA.
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(b)(a)

FIG. 11. (a) Dependence of the area ratios of the new band at 1650 cm−1 corresponding to formed C=C double bonds to bands
assigned to backbone chains (1125 cm−1) and ester (800 cm−1) and methyl (1450 cm−1) groups on accumulated doses; (b) an increase

of the ratio of the backbone chain signal to bands belonging to ester (blue) and methyl (red) groups with increasing accumulated dose.

prospective utilization of compact XUV FELs in materials

patterning (see, for example, Ref. [39]).

In general, the ratio of thermal and nonthermal pro-

cesses following absorption of energetic photons is pri-

marily given by a constitution of irradiated material and

its properties defined by the constitution. A radiation

resistance of the material plays the key role. Thus, in

PMMA—which can be easily decomposed by ionizing

radiation with a high radiation chemical yield (for a review

see Refs. [34,35])—we may expect a minor portion of

deposited energy to be dissipated, converted into heat,

while a major part of energy causes ionizations, excita-

tions, and subsequently chemical reactions and nonthermal

phase transitions. In contrast to that, in radiation-resistant

inorganic materials, e.g., monocrystalline silicon, a signifi-

cant portion of deposited energy should be released as heat

because there are no other channels opened at a micro-

scopic level through which deposited energy can flow. The

absence of thermal depolymerization features on irradiated

PMMA surfaces (see Fig. 5) and the character of an inten-

sity dependence of etch rate (Figs. 6 and 7) testify to a fully

nonthermal character of the desorption processes initiated

under these irradiation conditions, i.e., ultrashort pulses of

high-energy photons delivered to the sample at a relatively

low repetition rate.

Coulomb repulsion of positively charged fragments can

also influence the etch rate at different fluence levels.

When photoelectrons and secondary electrons leave the

surface, an intermolecular interaction of remaining cation

radicals may enhance the desorption processes. Earlier,

we observed such behavior in FEL-illuminated fullerene

solids [40]. However, this also results in a higher etch rate

at an elevated dose rate, contradictory to the observation

seen in Figs. 6 and 7. Therefore, any noticeable partici-

pation of such processes in the PMMA erosion under the

irradiation conditions reported in this paper is unlikely.

We use both the above-mentioned models, A and B, to

fit the experimental data. The ratio between 1ω and 3ω

component in full-power beam is assumed to be 1/100.

Appropriate beamline transmission and the attenuation

factor of a gas attenuator are taken into account for both

1ω and 3ω components in order to determine the energy

ratios E1ω/E3ω at the sample surface. The last quantity to

be determined is effective area of the 3ω component. It is

found through fitting the data with model B, where the Aeff

from Eq. (13) is set as a variable fitting parameter. A result-

ing value of 57.4 µm2 is then used for all the following

simulations.

Results of the simulations are summarized in Fig. 12.

The maximal crater depth is plotted here against the

maximum local dose of energy deposited in the PMMA

sample, i.e., sum of contributions both from 1ω and

3ω components. A contribution of the third harmonic to

the subthreshold erosion processes should be considered.

Agreement of experimental data and computer simulation

is not reached if the 3ω contribution is ignored.

Both models fit the measured data very well especially

in the case of a high number of pulses accumulated.

Although model A is developed for desorption at very

low etch rates and high repetition rates (3.5 pm per laser

pulse at 1 kHz [24,25]), its credibility is verified up to

approximately 3 nm per pulse at 30 Hz in this work.

Surprisingly, such a high etch rate can still be simulated

with the model assuming static response of the material
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FIG. 12. Maximal depth of craters eroded with accumulated

LCLS laser pulses at fluence levels of 40% (blue), 4% (red) and

0.4% (black) of the ablation threshold fitted both with model A
(solid line) and B (dashed line).

with no mass removal during the irradiation. However, for

highly attenuated beams and low number of accumulated

shots we see a discrepancy in the predictions made with

model A as shown in Fig. 13. This can be explained by a

low initial probability of volatile fragment formation at the

beginning of the irradiation process. It comes from the fact

that a gradual decomposition of PMMA macromolecules

requires more shots for reaching the boundary condition

to start an efficient desorption process leading to a crater

appearance. Hence, model A is more suitable for simula-

tion of long irradiation series at a wide range of fluences,

providing the idea about the chemical alterations in the

whole volume of the sample. Such a procedure is limited

by higher requirements on time and computation perfor-

mance. The densities of intact molecules, double bonds,

and fragments are to be recursively evaluated for each indi-

vidual shot in a high number of depth levels within every

fitting iteration.

Based on the results, model B provides good agree-

ment with the experimental data both for a wide range

of fluences and an arbitrary number of accumulated shots,

including irradiation series with only a few accumulated

shots. Fitting the datasets is considerably faster than in the

previous case since the final crater depth corresponds to

the sum of analytical functions. By definition this model

follows the natural process of crater development, i.e., the

surface moves after each laser shot by a certain step leav-

ing the desorbed volume empty. On the other hand, some

aspects are still to be improved in the future, e.g., involv-

ing the term of backward recombination of the end links

with neither double-bond formation nor fragment escape,

FIG. 13. Maximal depth of craters eroded with LCLS laser

pulses at fluence level of 0.4% of the single-shot ablation thresh-

old, including predictions made with model A (solid line) and
model B (dashed line). Progress in density of intact molecules of

PMMA during irradiation sequence simulated with model A is

illustrated by means of color scale. Isodensities (dotted lines) are
plotted in 10% steps of the full scale. Isodensity of 50% of nSB/n0

refers to the predicted crater depth.

or taking into account the lower probability of fragment

liberation from deeper layers.

At the end of this section, let us discuss the practi-

cal relevance of the above-summarized experimental and

theoretical findings. We may identify technically relevant

research and development areas where these findings can

be applicable:

(a) The desorption processes treated in the present

paper represent the only way of how to imprint the

focused beam of short-wavelength laser into low den-

sity, low-Z materials [e.g., PMMA, PTFE, poly(butene

sulfone)] to reveal lateral and longitudinal intensity dis-

tribution and other focused beam characteristics. Con-

ventionally, ablation imprints of x-ray laser beams can

only be obtained in heavy, high-Z solids (e.g., PbI2,

PbWO4, Au), where an attenuation length is sufficiently

short. Their utilization brings some difficulties (narrowed

dynamic range, complications due to thermomechanical

and phase-transition processes and so on). Therefore,

using organic polymers eroded in the desorption mode

by many pulses demonstrates a reliable and accurate

alternative to the single-shot ablation of refractory inor-

ganic systems, see, for example, Ref. [17]. Choosing an

appropriate beam characterization technique is important

not only for performing various experiments with x-ray

lasers properly but it provides a feedback for further

development and optimization of x-ray laser systems and

their optics. Although short-wavelength lasers of various

kinds are being developed for decades, their nature is not
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yet deeply understood and its technology is not devel-

oped so efficiently as long-wavelength (UV-vis-IR) lasers

are.

Recently, the advent of high-repetition-rate (quasi-

cw) short-wavelength lasers brings another issue in the

field. Adaptation of beam diagnostics for high-repetition-

rate regimes of operation represents a demanding task for

machine scientists and in-house research and development

at most FEL facilities. The heat pile-up effect accompany-

ing the high-repetition-rate exposure is the main limiting

factor not only for optical elements—see paragraph (c)

below—but also for detectors and imagers, e.g., x ray

CCDs, microchannel plates, scintillators, etc. With an

advent of MHz FELs, e.g., FLASH II, European XFEL,

and LCLS II, this question is nowadays a subject of exten-

sive research. It was demonstrated by Sobierajski et al.

[13] that the damage threshold of silicon can be signif-

icantly lower in the MHz regime of operation due to

nondiminishing heat accumulation. Similar initial experi-

ments have already been performed with PMMA but using

MHz soft x-ray radiation trains only. Experiments with

MHz pulse trains of x rays are planned.

(b) Using the x-ray laser-induced desorption for surface

nanostructuring could bring at least three advantages:

i. The short wavelength radiation may produce

smaller lateral details (diffraction-limited pattern transfer

from a mask) and deeply eroded structures (an attenuation

length increases with decreasing wavelength), therefore,

a high aspect ratio can be achieved. A direct structur-

ing of PMMA has already been tested with plasma-based

soft x-ray lasers [41,42] in ablation mode. Nanopatterning

experiments have been performed with x-ray FEL beam in

neither ablation nor desorption mode yet.

ii. Since the x-ray desorption is dominated by nonther-

mal processes, the residual surface cannot be influenced

by thermomechanical events like material melting, piston

effect, etc. [39]. FEL devices generate ultrashort pulses,

which can discern desorption and ablation regimes in

PMMA [11] while short pulses provided by plasma-based

XUV and x-ray lasers cannot [43].

iii. Because of an extremely low level of backscattered

x-ray radiation under normal incidence conditions laser-

induced periodic surface structures (LIPSS) are formed on

x-ray laser-illuminated surfaces only very scarcely [44,45];

this should be of use if a mask or interference pattern is

transferred onto the surface because LIPSS-like modula-

tion does not modify the pattern externally delivered on

the sample surface.

Of course, the abovementioned applications achieve

a practical relevance only if a compact FEL device is

developed and implemented into a standard laboratory

environment. Although such a device is not yet avail-

able, its development takes place within numerous projects

attracting the attention of industry (see, for example,

Refs. [46–50] and references therein).

(c) Last but not least, the observed phenomena are

relevant also for an estimation of possible damage to ele-

ments of x-ray optics exposed to many pulses generated at

sources of the fourth generation. The single-shot damage

thresholds can be often reliably predicted, easily measured,

and well understood. Materials damage induced by accu-

mulating a large number of short-wavelength laser pulses

seems to be much more complicated and lesser under-

stood phenomenon [12,13,15,16]. Although PMMA is a

radiation-sensitive material, which is not used in x-ray

optics frequently, the detailed analysis of its multiple-

pulse-induced damage should be of use for future the-

oretical and experimental treatment of radiation-resistant

materials (a-C, Si, B4C, SiC, Si3N4, Pt, Au, Be) widely

spread in the area of x-ray optics manufacturing. We

should also keep in mind that the irradiation experiments

described in this paper represent a first step only because

they are obtained at a relatively low repetition rate (30 Hz).

A prospective PMMA exposure to MHz pulse trains sheds

light on a relationship between thermal and nonthermal

processes occurring in the irradiated sample. For success-

ful development and utilization of prospective compact

high-repetition-rate short-wavelength FEL sources, all the

materials, manufacturing, and exposure issues must be

carefully treated to make possible a survival of an optical

element illuminated by multiple >MHz pulse trains.

Of course, there are more areas of a possible application

of the above-reported results, e.g., durability of the first

walls of prospective inertial fusion reactors [51], radia-

tion damage to samples probed by FEL pulses [52,53], and

high-dose-rate radiation biophysics [54], but their detailed

discussion lies behind the scope of this paper.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Efficient material erosion is observed when an organic

polymer is exposed to multiple x-ray laser shots at a flu-

ence level below the single-shot ablation threshold. Single-

photon radiolytical effects (especially polymer-chain scis-

sions initiated by energetic photons, photoelectrons, and

secondary electrons) are responsible for the subthreshold,

desorptionlike damage in the material. Remarkably, the

measured erosion rates (etch rates) are much greater than

those typical for conventional long wavelength lasers and

synchrotron radiation.

The high efficiency of the erosion is caused by the high

local concentration of incoming photons resulting in a cor-

relation of the single-photon interaction events and the

following structure-breaking processes. The subthreshold

damage exhibits nonlinear dose dependence of at least

two types. The first one is represented by the nonlinear

dependence of the depth of eroded area on the number of

accumulated shots at the same level of fluence. Such an

effect is assigned to the increase in the local density of
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C=C double bonds in the irradiated area, which implies

a higher radiation resistance of modified material.

The second type of nonlinearity is in the decrease in des-

orption rate with increasing fluences. This is found to be

caused likely by different ratios between relative content of

1ω and 3ω component on the sample surface for different

pressure settings of gas attenuator.

In general, these nonlinearities are caused by radiation-

driven reactions resulting in an increase of polymer molec-

ular weight, i.e., cross-linking, competing with the chain

scissions and inhibition of efficient transport of low-

molecular fragments toward the surface and from the

surface into the vacuum.

The dependence of the depths of eroded craters can be

simulated with a model proposed for the interaction of

PMMA with high-order harmonics (both the pulse and

the photon energy lower than for FEL) even when the

LCLS free-electron laser is used as the source of radiation.

Another model based on a stochastic nature of the process

is developed and tested on a prediction of the crater evolu-

tion. Both models fit the experiment very well in the case

of an irradiation by a high number of pulses accumulated

at a high fluence. However, the first model does not agree

with the experimental results obtained for the first shots

fired onto the surface at the lowest fluence while the new

model fits them well.
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